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Assessing and addressing business risk
Zoe Theocharis Ph.D., Head of Behavioural
Science, Camelot UK

The CUBE test

Zoe.theocharis@gmail.com
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Risk and….
• Risk & Outcomes’ Universe
[Risk vs Uncertainty]

• Risk & Consequences
[Probability of/exposure to: danger/harm/loss - can be avoided]

• Risk & Consequences
[The probability of losing something valuable for probability of winning something less
valuable]

• Risk & Human Judgment

Risk, uncertainty or both?
•
•

L. Savage (1954) Foundation of Statistics
In a world of risk (“small world”), all
alternatives, consequences, and
probabilities are known (eg. Lotteries)
–

•

•

(Risk & Outcomes)

Situations of perfect knowledge

In uncertain (“large”) worlds, some of
this information is unknown or
unknowable
Risk is a consequence of action taken
in spite of uncertainty (both)

Volz & Gigerenzer (2012); Savage (1954)
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Sources of uncertainty
Sources of uncertainty
Hillen et al. (2017)

Risk & consequences
•
•

•
•

D. Kahneman – Nobel Prize (2002)
"Prospect Theory: An Analysis of
Decision under Risk" (1979) - a
"seminal paper in behavioral
economics"
Losses loom larger than gains of
equal size
“People prefer to avoid a loss than
acquire a similar gain”
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What is in our control?

Information organisation &
processing: lots…framing/loss
aversion, unpacking
Predictions: Availability bias
Group dynamics: Others
influence
Choice: Overload, Categorisation
Memory: Re-create our
memories, Google effect
Belief formation: Confirmation
Bias
Numbers, odds: Conjunction
fallacy, Linda paradox
Display: Simplicity, Order
Emotions: Affect Heuristic, :
brain drawn to info attached
with emotion
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FCA: Occasional Paper No1

Limited attention…
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Limited cognitive resources…

• We prefer to use less cognitive effort
within a decision
“path of least resistance”
• Complex environments’ multiple
attributes increase cognitive effort

Problem solving is not an easy task…
-

Lunch

-

Break

Favorable decisions
proportion

1,112 judicial rulings over a 10 month period

-

Afternoon
Early
Morning

Late
Morning

-

Each judge has 35 cases per day
Each judge takes two daily food breaks (a
late morning snack and lunch), dividing the
day into three sessions
Graph: proportion of favorable decisions
by ordinal position (so 1st case of the day,
then 2nd, then 3rd, etc)
Circled points are the first decision in each
of the three decision sessions
Dotted lines: food break
The probability of the judges granting
parole falls steadily from around 65% to
nearly zero just before the break!

Danziger, Levav & Avnaim-Pesso (2011)
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Probabilities not easy to calculate either

Tversky and Kahneman 1982

Conjunction fallacy

We seek the closest resemblance between causes and effects - between
Linda’s personality and her behavior - rather than calculating probability
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What about rare events?
3
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What if emotion is at play…
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We are influenced by others…

We focus on our present self…

Mischel Walter et al 1972
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We underestimate future negative outcomes…
10 years after retirement, 66% of retirees say they had underestimated the financial risk
associated with uninsured medical care expenses at the time of retirement
100%
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High
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We are optimistic about the future…
Value
Bias

(Yates, 1990)

(Eggleton, 1982)

Desirability bias

(Crandall, Solomon, & Kelleway, 1955)

Optimism
Bias
(Irwin, 1954)

Wishful thinking
(Hogarth, 1987)

Overforecasting Bias

Optimism
Bias
(Weinstein, 1980)
Outcome
Bias

(Cohen & Wallsten, 1992)

***People overestimate the probability of desirable future events, while also
underestimating the probability of undesirable future events
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The ubiquity of the optimism bias
Entrepreneurs
(Baker, Ruback &
Wurgler, 2006)

Automobile Drivers
(Greening &
Channing, 1997)
Drug addicts
(Sjoberg, 2003)

Investment Managers
(Olsen, 1997)
Physicians
(Poses & Anthony, 1991)

CEOs
(Malmendier & Tate, 2005)

The ubiquity of the optimism bias
 People inflate judgments of likelihood of positive events occurring when
comparing themselves to their peers

Being a victim of crime

Having an unwanted
pregnancy

Professional success

Live longer

Contracting cancer

Experiencing car
accidents
Financial success

Windschitl, 2002; Chapin &
Grace, 2009; Chapin, 2001

Getting divorce
Weinstein, 1980; Hoch, 1984
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We are overly confident…
• Individuals believe:
– they know more than
they actually do
– that their information is
more precise/accurate
within a tighter
confidence level than it
is
– and tend to
overestimate their own
abilities

We always want to be right…
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Is the left center circle bigger?

Heuristics and biases
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System 1 is faster

A metaphor for thinking mechanisms
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System 1 is powerful…

Nobel Prize 2017
Nudge is a concept in
behavioral science,
political theory and
economics which
proposes positive
reinforcement and
indirect suggestions
as ways to influence
the behavior and
decision making of
groups or individuals.
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Framing matters…

IS IT EXPENSIVE?

WHAT’S THE RISK?
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Framing matters…
No crime….

No humidity….

vs
“A place with great weather”

vs
“A place full of friendly people”

Elimination of knowledge illusion and optimism…
People show high self-confidence to their financial management abilities but, selfconfidence declines as a function of the question specificity
100%
80%

80%

68%

66%

64%

60%
40%
20%
0%

Manage your investments during retirement
Allocate your investments and savings among different types of
investments
Keep the value of your savings growing at least as fast as inflation
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Probability of event
occurrence

In the following graph please mark with a cross, for each of the time slots, the probability of
experiencing a nervous breakdown. The x axis represents time and the y axis provides you with
alternative probabilities of the event happening. Please indicate the probability that you will
experience a nervous breakdown by marking a cross on the line for each time slot against the
probability of the event occurring.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
In 10
Years

In 20
Years

In 30
Years

In 40
Years

In 50
Years

In 60
Years

Deviations should be highlighted…

• Schultz et al (2007) gave residents information about their energy use and how it compared to their neighbors
• High spenders became more conservative
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Forest before trees?

Global versus local processing

Forest Before Trees? (Navon, 1977)
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Giuseppe Arcimboldo
Gazzaniga, Nature
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Who delivers the message and how?

• Find out more
about our new
product!

Vs…

• We have
created a
new product!

The power of narratives…
"Tell me a fact and I'll learn.
Tell me the truth and I'll believe.
But tell me a story and it will live in my heart forever.”
 People are wired to enjoy narratives:
 Engage attention
 Enhance info storage
 Deeper understanding
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The power of narratives…
 The Story Model for Juror Decision Making
[Pennington and Hastie (1993)]

 Same criminal case
 Defense and prosecution cases:
 Story order (chronological)
 Witness order (the way it was presented in trial)

Found the defendant guilty:
• 78% when prosecution was in a story order
• 38% when prosecution was in witness order

The power of narratives…
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Mirror neurons in the brain…
When listening to
another speaker tell
a story...
The same areas of
both the speaker &
the listener’s brains
light up [Hasson et al]

Personality matters…
•

Risk profile, Decision Styles, Thinking
styles, Tolerance to risk and ambiguity,
Rationality, Locus of control, Social
Concerns, Need for Cognition, Money
attitudes, Values, Goals & Priorities,
Knowledge & Familiarity, Past
Beliefs/Behaviour, Responsibility
attitudes, Proactivity,
Consciousness/Neuroticism, Impulsivity,
Overconfidence, Cognitive Effort, Risk
Aversion….
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Personality & placebo effects

Schmidt et al, 2017

Personality matters…

Chapman et al 2018
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What to do?
•

Know thyself…

•

Assess the situation risk or uncertainty and what are the sources of it?

•

Focus on collecting all evidence - is something missing?

•

Take time to evaluate evidence and alternatives to form your own view

•

Communicate it with the client by:
–
–
–

Focusing on yourself and your views
Frame it correctly, use nudges
Avoid relativity and use the power of narratives

Thank you…
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Any questions?
Zoe Theocharis Ph.D., Head of Behavioural
Science, Camelot UK
Chair: Jonathan Haydn-Williams, Chair, Civil Litigation Section Committee

Risks and the retainer agreement
Roger Mallalieu, Barrister, 4 New Square Chambers
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The main solicitor client options
• Private retainer;
• Pay win or lose;
• Conditional Fee Agreement;
• ‘No win, no fee’;

• ‘No win, low fee’;
• ‘Low win, low fee’
• ‘CFA lite.

• Damages based agreement;
• ‘a share of the proceeds’.

Outside litigation
• Outside litigation, greater scope for alternatives;
• Non contentious business agreements;
• Allow for CFA and DBA type arrangements but with fewer
regulatory restrictions;
• Preserved – see s.58(5) CLSA 1990;
• May be scope for partial NCBA / CFA or DBA arrangements,
allowing for more flexible options if matters settle pre issue;
• Care needed with drafting – and with client explanations;
• Be aware of provisions of s.57 Solicitors Act 1974 – the Court can
scrutinise NCBAs and set aside if unfair or unreasonable.
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The core risks – Regulatory (1)
• Professional Conduct. You must;
•

Treat your clients fairly (O(1.1));

•

Provide services in a way which protects clients’ interests (O(1.2));

•

Deliver services in a manner which takes into account clients’
needs and circumstances (O(1.5));

•

Only enter into fee agreements with your clients which;
•

Are legal;

•

You consider are suitable for your client’s needs;

•

Take account of the client’s best interests (O(1.6));

•

Provide clients with best possible information about overall costs
at the outset and as the matter progresses (O(1.13);

•

Inform clients of their rights to challenge your bills (O(1.14));

The core risks – Regulatory (2)
• Wider consumer protection legislation;
• Only applies where the client is a ‘consumer’;
• An individual acting for purposes which are wholly or mainly
outside their trade, business, craft or profession;

• The regulatory regime does apply to solicitors – ‘traders’;
• Since 2013 they apply to retainers wherever entered into;
• CC(ICAC) Regulations 2013;

• But far greater control over;
• Distance contracts – exclusive use of distance communication;
• Off premises contracts – other than on solicitor’s premises.
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The core risks – Regulatory (2)
• Key issues to be aware of;
• The need for clear, legible and comprehensible information to be
given as to;
• The total price of services or manner of calculation;
• Likely duration and conditions of termination;
• The firm’s complaints policy;
• The need, with distance and off premises contracts, for (written)
confirmation of contract to be given before performance of any
service under the contract;
• Difficulties with ‘retrospective’ retainers;

The core risks – Regulatory (2)
• Key issues to be aware of (cont.);
• The need for cancellation notices – 14 day cancellation period for
off premises and distance contracts;
• The need for express agreement – cannot be a default option – to
services being provided within cancellation period;
• Previous draconian sanctions removed, but compliance with the
regulations is a term of the contract and in certain circumstances
breaches may mean the client is not bound by the contract;
• Certain breaches – e.g. failure to given cancellation notice or
certain information in an off premises contract – are criminal
offences.
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The core risks – Financial
• Enforceability;
• Still a risk with CFAs and a material risk with DBAs;
• Non-recoverability of additional liabilities has reduced, but not
removed, motivation between the parties;
• Growth of solicitor – client challenges is an increased risk;
• Quantum meruit rarely helps – all or nothing.

• Quantum challenges;
• Solicitor – client assessments;
• Retainer problems and lack of client costs information can be
fertile ground for disgruntled clients.

The core risks – Financial
• Specific quantum issues with success fees;
• See Herbert v HH Law [2018] EWHC 580 (QB);
• In order for the client to approve a success fee, informed consent
is required;
• If the success fee on an individual case basis does not appear to
match the risk, the Court will need to be persuaded that the basis
on which it was set was clearly and properly explained to the
client;
• Second appeal awaited;

• Particular issues with success fees with minors and
protected parties.
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Private retainer
• The traditional model;
• Facing new challenges in litigation;
• Proportionality;
• Unpredictable costs recovery;
• Difficulties advising on potential shortfalls;
• Increasingly unattractive;

• Costs budgeting;
• Greater predictability – but will the client be happy?

• Perceived lack of incentive
• Greater appetite for solicitor – client disputes.

Conditional Fee Agreements
• A CFA:
• An agreement in writing with a [legal representative]
providing for fees and expenses to be payable only in
specified circumstances (s.58 CLSA 1990):
• Whether a success fee or not;
• Whether partial or not;
• Whether discounted or in full.

• Tried and tested;
• Considerable flexibility.
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CFA issues
• Capping success fee by reference to damages – but only in
personal injury cases;
• Loss of recoverable success fees post April 2013;
• Save for publication and privacy and mesothelioma claims;
• Less attractive for clients;
• Greater need for client care;
• Increased risk of ex post facto challenges;
• See Herbert v HH Law Ltd (supra)
• Reduced success fees and lack of attraction for clients =
reduced rewards for solicitor;
• Less scope for ‘arm twisting’ opponents.

After the event insurance
• A discrete but related issue;
• Need may arise whether private retainer, CFA, DBA or other;
• In context with third party funding, may be part of funding
arrangement;
• Major issues;
•
•
•
•
•

Loss or between the parties recoverability post April 2013;
Cost;
Availability;
Exclusion clauses
Query value in responding to security for costs applications.
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Damages Based Agreements
• An agreement in writing with a [legal representative] providing
for a ‘payment’ if a specified financial benefit is obtained,
where the amount of payment is determined by reference to
the amount of the benefit received;
• Unlawful in (most) litigation prior to 1st April 2013;
• Permissible in all matters which could previously be subject of
a CFA (most types of litigation);
• No change to the situation for non-contentious business, but
caution re use in arbitrations etc

Attractions of DBAs
• Solicitors’ costs proportional to the damages received;
• No damages, no costs, but even if damages, costs are only ever
a percentage of damages;
• There is a statutory cap – the payment cannot exceed 50% of
the damages recovered (inclusive of all advocacy and litigation
services and VAT);
• Expenses may be charged on top (but note, counsel’s fees must
come out of the solicitor’s ‘cut’);
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Problems with DBAs
• The Ontario model;
• The payment to the solicitor must be net of any between the parties
costs entitlement;
• The total payment under the DBA will operate as an indemnity
principle cap on between the parties costs recovery.

• The recovery issue;
• The solicitor’s payment is a percentage of damages recovered – the
solicitor therefore bears not merely the win / lose risk, but the
recovery risk re damages; AND
• The solicitor must still give credit for any between the parties costs
entitlement, even if not recovered. The solicitor therefore takes a
further major recovery risk re costs even if successful;

Problems with DBAs (part 2)
• Counsel
• Solicitor has to pay counsel out of its ‘cut’ (probably).

• Termination issues;
• DBA regulations unclear as to the circumstances in which solicitor can
charge client if agreement terminates before success;
• Where charge can be made, appears limited to a percentage of
recovery – what therefore if the client simply ‘walks away’?
• Enforceability risks – see the pending Lexlaw Ltd v Zuberi [2017]
EWHC 1350 (Ch) challenges.

• Hybridisation;
• The Regulations appear to allow for one model only – no win, no fee;
• Lack of ‘no win low fee options’ (though low win, low fee is built in);
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Thank You
Roger Mallalieu

4 NEW SQUARE LINCOLN’S INN
LONDON WC2A 3RJ
WWW.4NEWSQUARE.COM
T: +44 20 7822 2000
DX: LDE 1041
E: CLERKS@4NEWSQUARE.COM

Any questions?
Roger Mallalieu, Barrister, 4 New Square Chambers

Chair: Alison Kirby, member of the Civil Litigation Section Committee
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Civil Litigation Section autumn conference:
It’s a risky business
Refreshment break

Practice Symposium

Nick Bird
Partner, Reynolds
Porter
Chamberlain

Simon Davis
Vice President, The
Law Society and
commercial litigation
partner, Clifford
Chance

Michelle Garlick
Partner,
Weightmans LLP

Susanna Heley
Commercial
Litigation Partner,
RacliffesLeBrasseur

Chair: James Perry, member of the Civil Litigation Section Committee
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Simon Davis
Chair, Vice President, The Law Society

Jonathan Haydn-Williams
Chair, Civil Litigation Section Committee

Civil Litigation Section autumn conference:
It’s a risky business
Networking drinks reception
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Civil Litigation Section autumn
conference
Upcoming Section Events
Civil Litigation Section workshop: Thursday 18 October 2018 (17:00 19:30), Birmingham – How will legal technology impact your work?
Free to attend for Section Members.
To book, please visit the events section on the Law Society website.
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